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Sally J. Kane – My professional CX Story  

I currently lead the global development and program implementation work for the 
customer experience transformation at Wolters Kluwer serving customers in over 40 
countries with 19,000 associates. It has been my privilege to be called upon by some of 
the best known brands around the world to help accelerate their customer experience 
transformations.



Five Competencies of a 
Customer Listening Path 

Define: Multi-phased enterprise Voice of Customer ecosystem that supports a continuous 
cycle of listening, interpreting, acting, and monitoring of customer feedback

Analyze: Deliver information and customer feedback results to key levels of the service 
organization as an input to decision making – your decision making blueprint

Listen: Gather feedback and seek input from customers at critical points along the customer 
journey

Design: Enable storytelling of customer perceptions and value received by stage – as they 
experience your business

Act: Create experiences that customers want to have again and tell others about by closing 
the loop and ensuring that feedback is addressed consistently



Priorities for Years 1 through 3: 
Unite Unite leader actions, decisions, and behavior for customer-driven growth.

Convince Convince the organization, through listening and engaging them, that one-
company focus will improve their results.

Build Build and embed actions and competencies to achieve greater results.

Fix Fix unreliable priority customer experiences. Remove employee obstacles.

Prove Prove the connection to customer and employee advocacy and growth. 
Deliver value. Earn the right to continue the work.

Priorities for Years 4 and Beyond: 
Unite Unite the organization to deliver differentiated experiences that elevate the 

role you play in customers’ lives.

Enable Enable maturity of decisions to improve customers’ lives. Embed 
competencies to become the work of the organization. 

Prove Prove the connection to customer and employee advocacy and growth. 
Deliver value. Earn the right to continue the work.



By Stage of the Customer Experience 

What must we ALWAYS do to honor the customer?

What must we NEVER do to dishonor the customer?

Stage 1 What will we ENSURE
for customers?

We will ALWAYS…

Stage 1 What will we ENSURE
for customers?

We will NEVER…



Leadership Behaviors to Drive Customer Listening 
 Help everyone survive through the chaos of the shift to “the new normal”. This means managing 

broad expectations and redefinitions of success. It takes discipline not to back down when pressure 
to move faster sets in throughout the organization. 

 Temper this with the fact that this is at minimum a five-year journey. Pace yourself.

 Be willing to step in and course correct when it stalls…and it will. Don’t just be there to sign checks 
and contracts.

 Insist on corporate patience – is your CEO committed to the timeline required (in the neighborhood 
of  five years) and are they willing to suspend the usual short-term expectations of immediate 
results and have the patience for the customer work to take hold and yield results?

 Apply resources so that the roadmap is grounded in the reality of what the company can achieve 
and fund.

 Agree that cultural work will need to be done as part of this work. This is not just about projects 
and workstreams, but transformation of how you will and will not grow.

 Keep the troops positive! Feed the organization hope, one morsel at a time.



“As a result of the experience we delivered to customers this past 
(week, month, quarter, year) this is the outcome of the growth or 

loss of the customer asset we earned.” 

“This number is the volume and value of incoming customers, and 
the value of lost customers, and other patterns of customers’ 

behavior that shows more engagement or diminishment of the 
relationship. “

“We reached out to lost customers and we know the points of the 
journey where we let customers down, and they voted with their 

wallet share to either stay or leave.”

Align Around Experience, Not Survey Score



New Customers Lost Customers

You may be hitting sales goals but are you growing your 
customer base?



3 Tips to Avoid Kitchen Sink Surveys



Tip #1 
Organize all surveys 

by stage of the 
customer journey in 
which the customer 

receives it. 

Tip #2
Take stock of the 

volume and 
schedule of all 

surveys being sent. 
This can be a painful 

process, but is 
necessary. 

Tip #3 
Make a hard 

decision. Can you 
stop asking and act 

on what you already 
know?



Moving Onward: Just Get Started

 “Clunky” is okay in your early generations of your customer 
listening path. It’s likely that all the data you need won’t be 
available in the right format right away. A valuable part of this 
work is aligning data organization and access.

 Once you begin, you can course correct over time as your data 
matures and becomes more consistent and reliable. 

 Keep it simple and just begin. Get started with the data you have 
now. It is completely normal if all data is not easily accessible or 
aligned across your company silos.



When you need help with your transformation or would like to chat about this work, I 
hope you’ll reach out. You can find me at sally@sallykane.com and my blog 
www.sallykane.com. You can also connect with me on Twitter @Sallyjkane

It will be an honor to connect! 
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